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Abstract: Under the hypothesis that most plant names are derived from their ancient human
uses, we selected 89 native plants growing on campus at the School of Design, Sapporo City
University, northern Japan. We extracted the original meanings of the Japanese and
corresponding Ainu names from reliable literatures, and, then, classified into nineteen
‘ elementsʼ, each of which is the most related category for each plantʼs name. The most
frequent element in both Japanese and Ainu names were basic plant like cherry, orchid, and
violet. However, we did find that a plantʼs human use served as the main element for naming
in 18 out of 108 Japanese names and 36 out of 248 Ainu names, results that differed quite
drastically from our hypothesis. In addition, we found that in Japanese, plants were often
named after a characteristic of one part of the plant body, while in Ainu, a different plant
name was often assigned to each part of a plant, resulting in many names for one plant. We
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in distinguishing species with the same names from others. Although our literature review of
the Ainu oral tradition confirmed the human uses of the plants we studied, it was rare that
this use was reflected in name of the plants. Accordingly, we determined that even if plants
played an important role in human life, their uses are not necessarily reflected in their name.
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来とした植物名は和名では，のべ 108 個のうち 18
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